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there was no scarcity of educational theories. There was the one
which offered a very easy solution to all the difficulties, pro-
pounded by Shulgin, who argued that schools were quite un-
necessary: "Teach the child? Why? The street teaches him;
the workshop teaches him; the Party teaches him; why a
school ? " Shulgin had a not inconsiderable following among the
intellectuals who were reacting from the scholasticism of the old
schooL There was another movement which proclaimed that the
family was an obsolete institution, harmful to the children* All
children belonged to the State; they should therefore be removed
from their homes and put into institutions. Some homes were
actually organised for this purpose. Neither of these movements
made much headway, and soon both were discredited. Schools
were considered necessary, and parents kept their children.
These early days were the days of great freedoms in education
as in other spheres of life- Educational experimentation was
more than encouraged, it might almost be said that it was
compulsory. To experiment became a sign of Party loyalty, and
teachers who adhered to the old methods were regarded with
suspicion. In these days Russia was the Mecca of every educa-
tional crank. Freedom for the children, independence, and self-
government became the watchwords. This expressed more
than the desire to put theories into practice. Already the con-
nection between politics and education becomes obvious. There
were comparatively few Communist teachers, still fewer Com-
munist professors, and those who were non-Communist had not
yet proved their worth to the Government. Whatever happened
the children had to be given a Communist ideology* How to
ensure that with practically no Communist inspectors ? Let the
children and students, who were already enthusiastic for the
cause, be made responsible for the direction of the school and
the university. And this actually occurred. The universities and
schools in the early days were run by students and pupils.
There were instances, even, where time-table and syllabus were
subject to their pleasure. The dismissal of teachers and professors
as a result of pupils' and students' reports was a common

